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Advertising in the Palgrave Star 

 

Small box—5.x 6.5cm—£40 

Large box 6.5 x 9.5cm—£60 

Half page—£110 

Full page—£175 

 

Contact: 

palgravestar.adverts@gmail.com 

The Trustee Committee of  the  

Palgrave & District Community Centre & 

Playing Field  

respectfully ask: 
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This edition of The Palgrave Star has been produced in good faith but      

errors may still occur during production.  Please let us know if this        

happens so that it can be corrected.  Please be aware that the views       

expressed in the magazine are not necessarily those of the editor and we 

cannot be held responsible for the accuracy of material submitted for 

publication and that material is included at the editor’s discretion, and 

may be edited for publication.  

 

The deadline for the next issue is: 

20th December 
If you have an article to be included or would like to advertise in  

The Palgrave Star, please contact the editor at: 
 

thepalgravestar@gmail.com 

 

Please note that articles must be received by 8pm, unless 

agreed by prior arrangement. 

 

Contacting The Palgrave Star 

If you have an article, or enquiry for The Palgrave Star, please email: 

thepalgravestar@gmail.com 

You can also contact the editor, Heather on 07917355614, if unable to take  

your call please leave your name and phone number and I will get back  

to you as soon as I can. 

 

If you are a business, and would like to advertise in The Palgrave Star,  

please contact us via email at: 

palgravestar.adverts@gmail.com 

Where your query will be deal with by Heather, advertising secretary  

and Palgrave Star editor.  
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The Palgrave Star 
The magazine of the Palgrave and District Community Centre 

Registered Charity 269132 

www.pdcc.co.uk 
 

Palgrave Community Centre 

The members of the PDCC Trustee Committee:  
 

 

Chairman: - Sharon Cousins-Clarke—chairPDCC@gmail.com 

Vice-chairman:  

Hon. Secretary: Heather Goddard—palgravedcc@gmail.com 

Treasurer: Peter Humphreys 

Membership Secretary:  Helen Thorburn            (01379 651749) 

Bookings Secretary:   Carol Hardstone 

contact 07394 537621 or email—pdcc.bookings@gmail.com 

Other Committee Members:  Laura Forster (Friends of Palgrave 

School), George Georgiou, John Kilgannon, Lee Lockwood,  

Jane McClintock, Eric Milne, Jean Potter (Friendship Club) &   

Michael Rogers (Cinema) 

Centre Co-ordinator: Jane Lockwood—contact 07415 401577 

PDCC Data Protection Privacy Policy 

Data Protection in the UK has changed, and the new law gives 

individuals more rights over how information about them is stored and used 

by organisations.  In particular, organisations have to tell individuals what 

they are doing with the information they are storing and using in line with the 

new General Data Protection Regulations.  The updated PDCC Privacy Policy 

can be found on www.pdcc.co.uk/pdcc-policies. 
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PALGRAVE COMMUNITY CENTRE PRESENT

TO YOU OUR CHRISTMAS FILM

HO HO HO MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!!

To book your seats please call/text

07415401577 or email

palgrave.cinema@hotmail.com

Find us on Facebook @palgrave.cinema
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Child 

£2.50

Members £4, Non Members £5

5:30 pm for 

6pm start
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PALGRAVE PHOTO GROUP 
 
 
 
 

 

 

PALGRAVE HISTORY GROUP /  
PALGRAVE PAST 

 
It’s been 2 years since this small group got together for the purpose of 
recording, collating, and eventually publishing all the material on  
Palgrave history collected over the last 10 years. Covid, unfortunately  
interrupted proceedings but we are now in a position to resume.  
 
We have received a body of work from Peter Atkinson, who  has collated 
all the existing written material into a 70 page document which is now on 
the Parish Council website http://www.palgrave.onesuffolk.net/assets/
Uploads/Palgrave-Past-1.pdf 
 
Peter has done a great job of pulling everything together and the Parish 
Council have had it edited and indexed. 
 
We are now looking at carrying out some additional work with this  
material, to supplement it with photographs, anecdotes and repurpose  
it into a collection of readable pamphlet type documents accessible to  
all. Most of the work has been done, it would be such a shame for it to 
go to waste. 
 
This is a call for those that would be interested in helping with this project 
to join this small group, starting in January. 
 
Please contact Phil Dyer on phildyer2114@gmail.com if you would like to 
help. 

 
Our next meeting will be held at 7.30pm on Thursday 16th  
December, in the Lounge. 
Following on from November’s meeting on Shadows,  
Reflections and Silhouettes, members will be sharing their 
photos on these themes. 
There will be Mince Pies!- So please come along and enjoy. 
If you wish to join the group or need any information please 
contact Phil on phildyer2114@gmail.com 
 

http://www.palgrave.onesuffolk.net/assets/Uploads/Palgrave-Past-1.pdf
http://www.palgrave.onesuffolk.net/assets/Uploads/Palgrave-Past-1.pdf
mailto:phildyer2114@gmail.com
mailto:phildyer2114@gmail.com
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5
th

 November: Guy Fawkes and all that  ...... 

 It all blew up in November, 1605 .... at least it would have done if 
Robert Catesby and his fellow conspirators had succeeded. Guy Fawkes 
was not the leader, just the one with the flaming torch, but it is he that is 
now best remembered for the failure to blow up James I (& 6

th
!), his new 

government and Parliament. It was just another episode in the centuries 
long religious conflicts that bedevilled England and, eventually, the British 
Isles, but it still resonates every November as the nation celebrates 
James' deliverance (for most, long since forgotten no doubt). 

 Here in Palgrave that celebration has long taken the form of a  
Bonfire with fireworks, longer I suspect than anyone living here now can 
remember, but some can still recall the young boys wheeling a homemade 
guy around the village to get money for fireworks. The Bonfire was on The 
Green, in front of The Paddocks, and people would gather with their  
sparklers and more spectacular fireworks with the simple intention of  
celebrating the failed attempt to blow up King and Parliament. It  
established itself as a major event in our social calendar. However it  
started to get somewhat out of hand when the district realised that they 
could avoid trips to the refuse dump by 'offering' unwanted beds, settees 
and general 'stuff' to be ceremoniously burnt. These started to appear  
earlier and earlier in the summer, until the first week in August became the 
'start date'. Things, and the mound, grew like Topsy as builders, gardeners 
and householders 'generously' gifted rubbish ... usually late at night or 
very early morning. The site was being used as a civic amenity and  
commercial waste tip rather than for a celebratory bonfire. Hitherto the 
burnt remains had been cleared up by volunteer villagers and the district 
council but in 1989 the total residue came to 23 tonnes and,  
unsurprisingly, the £700 council bill became contentious. Eventually Mid 
Suffolk DC reluctantly picked up the bill, saying that it seemed unfair that 
villagers had to pay through the (then) poll tax, as it was most unlikely that 
it was they who were responsible for the mess and pollution. 

 1990 seems to have been the last time The Green was used; instead 
a fireworks display was hosted by the PDCC on the Playing Field. There 
was no bonfire and the sale of food and drink was run by PDCC  
volunteers. This format settled into the annual calendar of events and has 
been enjoyed by most ever since. The accepted tradition is for a 'free' 
event financed by a bucket collection, proceeds being used for the  
following year's fireworks – a system that worked well. And then in 2020 
came a pandemic, so no event ...... 
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This year, 2021, the PDCC Trustees were pleased to have the opportunity 
of hosting once again, especially as with the previous display being  
cancelled they had the largest supply of fireworks ever at their disposal. 
Plans were all set (bar and food supplies, risk assessments, etc.) but  
getting enough people to help was proving difficult (a sadly familiar tale for 
most activities) and as word got out that this would be one of very few  
displays in the district. It being free boosted the number of people  
intending to come, which just grew and grew – social media is a great tool 
to inform large numbers quickly and easily. It seemed that people were 
coming from far and wide and it was beginning to feel like the old bonfire, 
dangerously out of control. Then the weather forecast suggested strong 
winds. It seemed likely that there would be many complaints of the PDCC 
acting irresponsibly (complaints  have happened in the past even when all 
went smoothly) and there were unlikely to be sufficient volunteers to  
steward the numbers expected: the risk assessment had changed  
considerably .... reluctantly the plug was pulled on the event. 

 Doing the 'right thing' is often the hardest option: people are  
disappointed, get angry and have a good rant at the PDCC (the downside 
of social media!). But it was undoubtedly the right thing to do: pets and 
their owners could relax a little, though there were still a number of private 
displays over the period; The Green and local roads were not blocked, 
and property owners were spared the worry of safety and fire risk  
concerns. The fireworks suppliers gave credit for the returned goods. 

 So will this prove to be the end of an era for the village? The  
Trustees will have to decide whether to continue to celebrate Guy's failure 
next November.  If you have any suggestions and are willing to help then 
please tell any member of the Trustees' Committee. 

JMM 
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Friday Family Bar 

Come and have a drink 

with friends and family at 

Palgrave Community Club 

Become a member of the bar for £1 per year. 

Reduced prices on all drinks for members. 

Open every Friday 

7.30pm– 10.00pm 

Lee Lockwood 
Bar Manager  07884972957 

Palgrave Community Club 

A Date For Your 2022 Diary 
 

Saturday 22nd January 2022 
 
Mark this date in your new diary as the PDCC are holding a  
Coffee Morning at Palgrave Community Centre. Drop in  
between 10.00am and 1.00pm for coffee, tea and to sample our 
delicious homemade cake. If you haven’t a sweet tooth there will 
be cheese scones and freshly baked sausage rolls for you to try. 
A chance to meet other folk from the village and beyond. 
This will be our first event of the new year, we hope the first of 
many for 2022.  
Come along and meet the committee and share ideas for events 
and hopefully you may add your name to our volunteer and 
helpers list.   
I will be there - hope you will be too. 
Helen Thorburn 
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News from Palgrave Parish Council 
 

Parish Council Meetings 

The next meeting is at 7.30 pm on Thursday 9 December in the  

PDCC lounge. A limited online/ audio attendance via Zoho will be available as usual. 

Please accept our apologies for anyone who was unable to join the last meeting  

remotely. This was due to an IT problem which we will endeavour to ensure it doesn’t 

happen again.  

 

Speed Indicator Devices (SID) 

We are applying through Suffolk Highways to have a 4th SID post installed on Crossing 

Road which is experiencing a lot of speeding vehicles. This means the 3 SIDs will be  

rotated over the 4 sites. One SID has been out of action but should be back up and  

running by the time you read this article. .  
 

The Green Purchase 

The process continues but we have no further information to pass on at this stage.   
 

Solar Farm adjacent to Palgrave 

The Parish Council continues their dialogue with the developers of the proposed solar 

farm ahead of any planning application being received. We are trying to achieve the 

best possible outcome for the residents of Palgrave by requesting various mitigating  

actions to protect some of our most beautiful views and vistas. Our latest response to 

them was late November, after the last PC meeting.   
 

The Lows   

The concrete base under the Lows Bench should be complete by now and we will  

continue to monitor the area around it so that everyone can enjoy the bench as they 

walk the Lows footpath.  The hedges should also be trimmed which we apologise for the 

lateness of this year.  
 

Footpaths  

We are reviewing the Lows and Jobs Lane footpaths late November and will consider 

whether to take on the cuts for these ourselves, away from Suffolk County Council. If we 

do, this will mean more expense for us as a village, but with all the complaints we have 

received over the last 2 years about the state of the biannual cuts carried out by SCC, 

we think this may be worth the investment  

 

We would like to take this opportunity to wish you all a safe festive season. If you have 

any matters you wish to raise, please come along to a meeting or contact the clerk  

E: palgravepc@gmail.com T: 01986 798422 (answerphone) 
 

 

mailto:palgravepc@gmail.com
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Palgrave & District Nature Notes 
 November has so far been a very quiet month, both the weather – 
mainly typical November anti-cyclonic gloom with little or no wind – and a 
dearth of wildlife reports, so very little to get excited about. This made a 
report from Jean Thorndyke all the more noteworthy. In early October, 
whilst cycling down The Lows path, a small group of white shapes 
emerged from the mist; she dismounted and investigated, finding them to 
be six white Peacocks as they eyed each other interestedly. Probably not 
particularly unusual in that location and certainly not a real 'wildlife'  
encounter but it seems to have been an ethereal, perhaps even ghostly 
meeting! And from a species that is rarely seen in the wild in this country 
to one that was probably already feral well over a thousand years ago: 
the Common Pheasant. After their original introduction by the Romans, 
at least partly domesticated it is thought, this south-east Asian species 
must have quickly escaped into the wild, though not until the Victorians 
popularised the shooting party (and introduced game-keeping) did 
Pheasant populations rise spectacularly, often at the cost of many other 
species . Since then they have been regarded as merely another  
introduced species, very common in much of our countryside though not 
especially so here in Palgrave. These thoughts were sparked by Elaine 
Bootman telling me of a cock bird that has adopted their garden in 
Blands Farm Close and regularly taps on the kitchen window – is this  
behaviour brought on by regarding its reflection in the glass as a rival, 
she asks? Possibly so, but I believe that he has more likely learned to 
draw attention to himself in the hope of encouraging someone to feed 
him!   
 Continuing the theme of introduced bird species, Janet Lockett was 
pleased to say that she has at last managed to see the pair of Little Owls 
that are often calling from the trees and meadows just beyond the village 
on Millway Lane.  Quite shy and not easy to spot until they fly, their 
'bounding' flight is reminiscent of a woodpecker, while at rest, usually 
atop a post, they appear very compact with a short tail. This was  
apparently Janet's first ever Little Owl sighting so hopefully she has now 
got her 'eye in' and will see (and hear) them frequently along the Lane. 
Also in the same area we have recently been graced with the presence 
of a Grey Wagtail, cousin to the more familiar black and white Pied  
Wagtail. I am a great fan of this really delightful little bird, though perhaps 
this is partly because it is more usually seen on fast flowing upland 
streams in company with another favourite, the Dipper. Confusingly the 
Grey Wagtail's most eye-catching features are its bright yellow under-
parts, though these are rather paler out of the breeding season, with a 
grey back, black throat and white wing bars: confusing because another 
cousin, the Yellow Wagtail, is very similar, though brighter yellow and, 
sadly, becoming much rarer. All are insectivorous, usually found near  
water.  
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 Over the past few weeks we have all heard a great deal about 
COP26, mainly, it seemed, in connection with global climate changes as 
seen through the eyes of journalists and so-called 'activists'. I could not 
help trying  to understand what it might mean for Palgrave and our local 
environment: suffice it to say that nothing sounded like good news. Most 
predictions are for dire consequences for our younger generations,  
human and wildlife, if we don't do all we possibly can to rein in our own 
life's excesses. One of the proposed actions that does seem instantly 
doable for governments, organisations and individuals alike is to plant 
trees, which to some degree applies to all vegetation, not just woody 
plants. But all is not well with our native trees.  
 A quick investigation into some of the threats now facing our trees 
made this appear all too urgent, as illustrated briefly by looking at just 
three of the most familiar species and their disease susceptibilities. 
Some of us will remember the late 1960s and '70s, when, not for the first 
time, Dutch Elm Disease abruptly decimated the elm trees (Ulmus  
species) that were such a major element of rural landscapes. The  
principle culprit was, and still is to a large extent, the Elm Bark Beetle 
(Scolytus spp) which, by inhabiting its preferred food plant, the English 
Elm (U. procera), was responsible for spreading the fungal spores that 
caused so much death and destruction in the woods and hedgerows, 
not just to those magnificent trees, which had been capable of reaching 
up to 45m. but also as a secondary effect on the sub-layer beneath.  
Fortunately, there are still elms left in lowland hedges as they spread by 
suckering, rarely by seed, but they still tend to succumb before reaching 
about 15m.  
 Most people will know about the problems surrounding our  
Common Ash trees (Fraxinus excelsior) – Chalara (aka Ash die-back). 
Once again this is a fungal disease, Hymenosayphus fraxineus, first  
recognised in the UK in 2012 when found in imported saplings and then 
in the environment generally, but by then it was too late to stop it 
spreading further. It is thought by the Woodland Trust that it may well 
slowly kill up to 80% of the Ash trees in this country, which is certain to 
have as devastating an effect on our wildlife and landscapes as the loss 
of elms has already done. Chalara affects the smallest ash trees first, 
the fungal spores then spreading to larger, more mature trees which, it 
is hoped, may in some instances be able to fight off the disease. Only 
time will tell. 
 The best known native tree in Palgrave remains the Pedunculate 
Oak (Quercus robor), that symbol of supposed Englishness, but even it 
is under threat from various fungi and associated diseases, most  
recently from the Oak Processionary Moth (Thaumetopoiea  
processionea). Thought to have been imported from the continent in  
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The Palgrave Star: the latest news of its monthly distribution ....   

Just to record a huge 'Thank you' to all those who stepped forward and 

offered to help distribute The Star to the deliverers.   It’s really good to 

know there are some willing hands to help with this.  

Marion Sneddon, who many of you will know, takes over the role from 

the December edition.  Marion is a long-term resident of Palgrave and 

is on the Parish Council. If any of the deliverers need to speak to her it 

has to be on her landline (01379 644278) as she does not have a  

mobile number.   

My thanks to Beverly, Jan, Sharon, Alan, Eric, Pauline, Kathryn,  

Patrick, Cara, Ian, Jonny, Laura, John and Pat - I will miss seeing you 

every month but I am sure Marion will be 'on the ball' with your Stars in 

future. 

JMM  

2005 as larvae on young saplings, the moth currently appears to be 
mainly confined to the London area and similar conurbations, but is  
being intensively monitored in an attempt to stop its spread - difficult in a 
creature capable of flight. It threatens all oak trees by serious defoliation 
and people by the transmission of a toxic irritant (thaumetopoiem), 
hence it is a notifiable pest. If you see a line of greyish caterpillars on an 
oak trunk do not touch them but inform the Forestry Commission via 
their online Tree Alert. 
 So the outlook is not good for our trees, like so much of our wildlife. 
Let us hope that the government's pledge to oversee the annual planting 
of 7,000 hectares of trees by 2024 will stabilise our woodlands – if we 
don't run out of food first! 
 If you have any thoughts or sightings please be in touch on 
iwt.mcclintock@gmail.com Thank you. 
Ian McC.                                                                                                            18/11/2021 
 

mailto:iwt.mcclintock@gmail.com
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Scintillating Autumn Display 

 

The clocks have changed, gets dark at four 

and Autumn leaves adorn the floor 

shed by Palgrave London Planes 

across the Green and down the lanes, 

Bert kicks them as he wanders through 

as most boot-wearing walkers do. 

 

He looks around, reds, greens, and gold 

something so special to behold 

So took a picture with his phone 

as he and Patch continued home 

Showed Alice, ‘course she liked the pic. 

Patch in it really did the trick. 
 

Old Patch had had a decent run 

They’d cancelled scary firework fun 

which meant he slept sound in his bed 

with food & walkies dreams instead. 

His Peggy worries then were faded 

to learn she’d wandered back unaided. 
 

Bert knows he has to save the planet 

He’d spoke at length with cousin Janet   

Wood-burner fire would have to go. 

Diesel Volvo too you know 

Those solar panels on the roof 

Would not look very good in truth. 
 

‘Alice dear, what can I say ? 

I’ll save the world another day.’   
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Ruth is now offering appointments for reflexology as well as 

foot health treatments 
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Booking rates for Palgrave Community Centre 

 

Main Hall 

Monday—Friday     £10.00 per hour 

Friday evening, Saturday and Sunday £12.00 per hour 

 

Member’s Lounge 

Monday—Friday      £5.00 per hour 

(not available Friday evening) 

Saturday and Sunday    £7.00 per hour 

 

Deposit of 50% required at time of booking. 

 

CONTACT THE BOOKINGS SECRETARY  

FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Tel: 07394 537621 

Email: pdcc.bookings@gmail.com 

We have kept hall hire prices as they are shown above 

since 2010 and will continue to do so.  However it has been 

decided that we will need to review the costs in 2022. 
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We are incredibly lucky to live in a rural county like Suffolk, largely protected from 
overdevelopment, but one of the biggest issues that people ask me about is the 
planning system.  
 
Whilst we all accept that we need to build more homes for local people and for our 
children and grandchildren, it is essential that any new homes are built in the right 
place and with the right infrastructure. 
 
It is for these reasons that I helped to lead the successful campaign to stop the  
Ipswich Northern Bypass.  Right from the start, it always seemed to me that the  
bypass was more about mass house building than about relieving any travel and 
congestion issues in Ipswich, and that is why so many people, like me, fought 
against it.  
 
Any new housing should, in general, be on a small scale and incremental. The 
planning system needs to protect our precious countryside wherever possible and 
retain the fabric, character and heritage of our villages and towns.  I have made it 
clear to Government ministers that any decisions around new homes and where 
they should be located, is a matter which must be decided locally, in full  
consultation with residents, parish and local councils.  New homes should be  
delivered through a locally led planning system. Communities should retain the 
right to shape the areas in which they live and to be able to demand health and  
educational infrastructure to support any new housing.  
 
So, I am pleased to report that working alongside a number of other MPs, I have 
succeeded in delivering a rethink on the recent Government Planning White Paper. 
The White Paper would have set national targets for house building, made it much 
easier for developers to build houses and would have circumvented the local  
planning process. For me, this would have been wrong. It is essential that planning 
rules are set locally, not according to national targets, and I am pleased to have 
played my part in ensuring that this will continue to be the case.   
 
Later this year, the Government will firmly set out new planning laws in its Planning 
Bill and I am confident that these laws will deliver a planning system that is locally 
led and fit for the future.  With COP26 upon us, it is essential that due  
consideration is also given to the environment and I would also like to see a  
planning system that delivers high quality, low carbon design, helping to ensure 
cost effective, energy efficient homes, so that we continue to play our world-leading 
role in tackling climate change.  
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Regular activities at Palgrave Community Centre 

Clubs 

Mondays:     Tribe ALL Fitness 9.30—11.30am 

   Carpet Bowls 2.00pm  -  

            Cribbage 7.00pm (in the Member’s lounge)  
 

Tuesdays:    Tribe ALL Fitness 9.30—11.30am 

   Friendship Club—alternate weeks 

   Diss Art Group 1.30—4pm 

                  

Wednesdays:     Tribe ALL Fitness 9.30—11.30am 

   Extend 10.30—11.30am, also 12 noon—1pm  

   - For over 60s to maintain health, balance and have great fun 

           PDCC Committee Meeting  

   (First Wednesday of the month) 

                  

Thursdays:   Ukaholics Anonymous 7.00—9.00pm  

   Palgrave Photo Group 7.30—9.30pm 

   (Third Thursday of the month) 

     

Fridays:      Drama Tots 10.00—12 noon (term time only)  

 

Saturdays:  Boot Camp 8.30-9.30am 

Contact list for clubs and organisations who use Palgrave Community Centre 

Tribe ALL Fitness—Amy Bobbins 07532187268 

Carpet Bowls and Cribbage—Jean Potter 01379 651926 

Friendship Club—Mavis Balding 01379 650452 or Jean Potter 01379 651926 

Extend—Polly Lavender 01379 643212 or 07739 529449 

Boot Camp—Stephen Jessop 07788313070 

Parish Council—palgravepc@gmail.com 

Drama Tots—Donna Corbyn 07535 709969 

Ukaholics Anonymous—Pete Arnold 07934 432185 

Diss Art Group  - Phil Dyer 07597495408 

Palgrave Photo Group—Phil Dyer 07597495408 

Please contact class leaders for information on availability.   
There will be no Crib until further notice 
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Palgrave Walking Group 

Everyone is welcome to join our friendly group, but it is regretted that dogs cannot be  
allowed on our walks unless it is specifically announced as such in the newsletter.  
Additionally, Palgrave Walking Group, or its walk leaders, cannot be held liable for any  
injury sustained whilst on any walk they organise.  Any questions, or if you wish to  
unsubscribe from the newsletter Please contact Bob, bobsolley@aol.com.   
If you wish to join us on any of the walks, please feel free to join us at the Palgrave  
Community Centre or individual walk starting points. If you want to join us for the first 
time from Palgrave, please make contact in advance so we can be sure there will be a car 
seat if necessary. 
 
Most walks we meet at the community centre for car sharing, normally leaving sharp at 
9.45 on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Tuesday of each month but please check individual walk de-
tails.  
 
First walk of the month is an extra walk to be led by Jean and Lorna on December 7

th
.  Lorna and 

I did a short 4 mile walk from Four Horseshoes, the pub is now open for breakfast from 
10.30am and lunch is served from 12pm. We should let them know date and numbers and they 
will keep the "haunted room" free for us all. No need to book ahead for lunch.  Starting from the 
Four Horseshoes Pub in Thornham Magna IP23 8HD, departing at 10.15am as it is a short walk, 
the walk will be an easy (no stiles) roughly 4-mile-long walk. We will head up The Street past an 
old telephone box which is now a library. We then turn left onto a footpath through farm and 
woodland area until we reach Clay Street. We walk for some way up this quiet country road  
before crossing field into Dormans Wood and all the lovely autumnal colours, passing through 
Little Swattisfield. After crossing the road, we walk for some time through the leafy wonderland  
of Duchess Wood then meandering through Dock Plantation and on down to The Cafe in the 
Thornham Walks. From here we cross the road and head back through field edges to the pub. 
 
December 14th. Yet another fantastic walk being led by Margaret T.  Huntingfield, near  
Halesworth. There are two beautiful walks around this area, but we will opt for the shorter 4 mile 
walk in case of inclement weather leaving the longer walk of 6 miles for the Spring/Summer.  
Parking will be at The Hub (Village Hall) in the street opposite the Huntingfield Arms Pub on the 
village green, IP19 0PU.  We will head towards and through Huntingfield Hall grounds and pass 
the Queen's Oak (an old oak tree, not a pub!).  We can visit the quaint church of St Michael's in 
Cookley which is accessed through someone's cottage garden!  An easy walk with lovely views 
which will take us to the stunning church of Huntingfield which is a must to see and then make 
our way down a wooded green lane alongside the brook straight into the pub!  Normal leaving 
time from Palgrave at 9.45. 
 
December 21

st
.  A small 4 mile ish walk starting from Fair Green at 10.00am hopefully relaxing 

with a pre-Christmas refreshment after. 
 
December 28th waiting for details from anybody for an away walk at the seaside please.  Will 
send out full details beforehand. 
 
That’s it, any questions text or email me. 
Happy Christmas, Bob 

mailto:bobsolley@aol.com
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North Hartismere Benefice Church Services – December 2021 

The following are all services for the whole Benefice – all are welcome at each service: 
 

Sunday 5th December – Advent 2 
Readings: Baruch 5 or Malachi 3.1-4; Canticle : Benedictus; Philippians 1.3-11; Luke 3.1-6 

Thrandeston: 9.30pm Morning Worship/Prayer 

Wortham: 10.00am Sunday Club at Wortham Village Hall – all welcome 

Palgrave: 11.00am Community Worship & Holy Communion 

Oakley: 6.00pm Reflective Evening Prayer  
 

Sunday 12th December – Advent 3 
Readings: Zephania 3.14-end; Canticle: Isaiah 12.2-end [or Psalm 146.4-end]; Philippians 4.4-7; Luke 3.7-18 

Wortham: 11.00am Carol Service 

Burgate: 11.00am Café Church 

Palgrave: 11.00am Community Worship & Holy Communion 
 

Wednesday 15th December 

Oakley: 7.00pm Carol Service 

Thursday 16th December 

Stuston: 6.30pm Carol Service 
 

Sunday 19th December – Advent 4 
Readings: Micah 5.2-5a; Canticle:Magnificat or Psalm 80.1-8; Hebrews 10.5-10; Luke 1.39-45 [46-55] 

Stuston: 9.30am CW Holy Communion  

Burgate: 3.00pm Carol Service 

Palgrave: 7.00pm Carol Service 
 

Monday 20th December 

Thrandeston: 7.00pm Carol Service 
 

Friday 24th December – CHRISTMAS EVE    
Readings: Isaiah 9.2-7; Psalm 96; Titus 2.11-14; Luke 2.1-14 [15-20]; or Isaiah 62.6-end; Psalm 97;  
 Titus 3.4-7; Luke 2.[1-7] 8-20; or Isaiah 52.7-10; Psalm 98; Hebrews 1.1-4 [5-12]; John 1.1-14 

Oakley: 5.00pm Outdoor Lantern Crib Service (weather dependent)  

Thrandeston: 7.30pm Early Midnight CW Holy Communion  

Palgrave: 11.15pm Midnight CW Holy Communion 
 

Saturday 25th December – CHRISTMAS DAY 
Readings: Isaiah 9.2-7; Psalm 96; Titus 2.11-14; Luke 2.1-14 [15-20]; or Isaiah 62.6-end; Psalm 97;  
 Titus 3.4-7; Luke 2.[1-7] 8-20; or Isaiah 52.7-10; Psalm 98; Hebrews 1.1-4 [5-12]; John 1.1-14 

Stuston: 9.30 Family Service 

Oakley: 9.30 Family Service 

Wortham: 11.00 Family Communion 

Burgate: 11.00 Family Service 
 

Notes: 

• Please contact the Rector or Lyn Pelham Burn if you wish to be added to the circulation by email of the Sunday Sheet and 

Weekly Update which also has updated details of all forthcoming services. 

• Hand sanitiser will still be at the church entrances. Please use on your way in and ideally way out. 

• It would be appreciated if all continue to wear masks whilst you are arriving, leaving, or moving around the church, including 

to and from the Communion rail during a communion services. However, this will be a personal choice. Once you are seated 
masks can be removed unless you wish to keep them on.   

• Those attending the church services have the opportunity in the “retiring collection” to give to the parish of their choice in 
recognition that a large proportion of worshippers are attending services outside their parish. 
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Check out our football teams: Palgrave Wanderers F.C. (Sat)  
and Palgrave Wanderers F.C. (Sun), all fixtures, results and  
tables at: https://fulltime.thefa.com/home/club/934493329.html  
 
 
 
Next fixture... 

 
League     05.12.21    Eye Saints Youth F.C.       vs          Palgrave Wanderers F.C.  

FOUND – RING 
On pavement near Community Centre  

entrance. 
Contact 01379 643635 

PALGRAVE CHURCH CAROL SERVICE 
 

Sunday 19th December, 7pm 

 
Make a date to join us for a traditional service 
of readings and carols this Christmas. It is 
planned that the congregation will be able to 
sing heartily this year - which was not possible 
for 2020 - while the revitalised Benefice Choir 
is already rehearsing a variety of  
unaccompanied carols and will give a polished 
performance. If you miss King's this will be the 
next best thing.  

https://fulltime.thefa.com/home/club/934493329.html
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The Palgrave Star and  
Palgrave and District  

Community Centre would like to 
thank all contributors for their  
articles and all deliverers for  
ensuring the Star reached our  

readers during 2021 

We would like to wish you a 

very Merry Christmas 


